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Introduction
The purpose and origins of the conference on aging

Welcome to the proceedings of “Georgia’s Aging Population” conference. In the following sections, you will find
the presentations, data and white papers reproduced for your reference. We would like to take a moment to explain
how we came to the decision to host this conference to meet the needs of Georgia’s officials.
Last fall, those of us in the Andrew Young School of Policy Studies’ Public Performance and Management Group
(PPM) held a number of meetings with various local and state officials as well as representatives of city and county
associations. These discussions were wide ranging, beginning with an overview of what PPM does and often leading into talk about current and future issues public sector workers face. Out of these conversations a theme began to
evolve. Practitioners said they would expect a policy studies institution to be able to prepare them on emerging issues, advise them on trends and train them how to make forecasts. The main question boiled down to “What can we
expect to see in the next five, ten and twenty years?”
PPM took this feedback to the Andrew Young School and began a series of internal discussions that included faculty and staff from the School’s two departments, Public Administration & Urban Studies and Economics; two of
the research centers, Fiscal Research Center and Georgia Health Policy Center; and Associate Dean Robert Moore
and Dean James Alm. We knew we were exploring an area going through transition. Moreover, it was important for
us to shape the issue in a way that would facilitate a discussion with public sector practitioners, yet maintain an academic perspective. We agreed that the changing demographics in Georgia, specifically the aging of the population,
would be the keystone to all our discussions on Georgia’s future.
Because such a large portion of our population is composed of baby boomers, Georgia will—over the next 25
years—have an older population than all but seven states. A discussion on the aging population must consider that
fact and its resulting policy options. A school-wide steering committee was formed to give the effort direction. We
decided to hold a one-day conference inviting the local and state policymakers, advocates and service providers who
can make the greatest impact and change in their communities. The goals of the conference were to show the complexity of the aging issue; develop a better understanding of the implications for setting policy; and generate options
for addressing those implications. The final goal was to publish this report of the proceedings.
The aging of our state’s population is a multifaceted issue that touches everyone in so many ways. Our next task
was to determine which policy areas to focus on. Just as we got the idea for holding a conference from practitioners, we knew we had to ask them for advice on specific topics. We solicited input from an outside advisory committee,
who helped us plan three broad topics for the conference. The first topic, livable communities, reviews the issues
that localities will face in becoming “boomer ready.” Housing demand will change as the population gets older and
strives to age in place. Transportation concerns and services, especially health care, need to be addressed. Consequently, decisions around planning, zoning, taxing and service delivery will need to made.
The second area is long-term care needs. The elderly needing assistance should be cared for, consistent with law
and personal desire, in the least restrictive setting to meet their needs. What is the appropriate mix of home and community based services versus institutionalized care? To what extent is the public sector obligated to pay for or provide care? Furthermore, as the proportion of the older population grows, the workforce to care for them, as measured
in number of workers per senior citizen, will shrink.
In the third area we grouped economic and fiscal issues. Policymakers are already starting to see the workforce
effects of growing numbers of retirees, whose years of experience and skills are increasingly difficult to replace. Additionally, demands for services such as health care will further strain public sector budgets. Revenue sources will
be affected by the increase in senior citizens; their different buying patterns will affect sales tax revenue just as income and property taxes collected will shrink.
The proceedings that follow provide a summary of conference presentations and small group discussions of the
participants. The appendices contain the complete white papers, a set of data tables on Georgia’s elderly, and biographical sketches of the speakers, panelists and white paper authors. A number of people worked diligently to plan
and organize this conference. Special thanks goes to the members of two groups mentioned above, the steering committee and the conference advisory committee, who are also listed in the appendices.
—Tom Wade, Director of Program Development,
Public Performance and Management Group at the
Andrew Young School of Policy Studies
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Opening Remarks – Dean James Alm
“Georgia’s Aging Population”

I am Jim Alm, Dean of the Andrew Young School of Policy Studies here at Georgia State University. I want to
welcome everyone to what promises to be a very thought provoking day for all of us. The Andrew Young School is
pleased to gather leaders from across the state to start a day-long discussion on an issue that has been heading our
way for more than 60 years.
Following World War II, our nation experienced an enormous population boom. Now, this baby boom generation
(of which some of us here are proud – or not so proud, I suppose – members) is beginning to enter the “elderly” population age category. It is the aging of this baby boom generation that is the motivating force for this conference,
“Georgia’s Aging Population: What to Expect and How to Cope.” I want to thank my Andrew Young School colleagues, especially Tom Wade, for all their hard work in putting this conference together.
We all know that the “golden years” for the boomers will be very different from what previous generations experienced. The elderly today are living longer, healthier, and more active lives than ever before. And we also all know
that our nation has in the past been changed in some fundamental ways in order to accommodate the sheer number
of baby boomers: the construction of many new schools, the development and introduction of new products to meet
the demands (or the whims?) of the boomers, the social protests of the 1960s, the changing views toward sexuality
and gender, the transformation of the labor force, the change in the “traditional” family, to mention only a few such
changes. So I think it is clear that major changes in our country continue to lie ahead as this boomer generation
moves into the next stage of life.
As for Georgia, the impacts of this aging will also be significant in many ways. Today’s Georgia elderly as a
whole are not moving to exotic destinations to spend their retirement years. Instead, they often stay in the communities where they have lived, raised families, made friends and worked. Georgia is also a recipient of many retirees
who leave, say, Florida but want to continue to enjoy a warm climate – in Georgia.
There are huge challenges created by this aging that state and local governments across Georgia are facing – but
there are also opportunities. While we may struggle to pay for long-term care options and to find workers to care
for the elderly, there may be an opportunity to establish new career paths and programs in our workforce. While we
face challenges with retrofitting homes for aging and the onset of disability, there may arise new, more livable communities that will benefit all generations. The overarching challenge is funding the needs of this population in housing, long-term care, and other areas.
Today we will look into our collective crystal ball and start a conversation that will help us devise policies that
will, hopefully, meet the challenges and take advantage of the opportunities.
Our first speaker, and our keynote speaker, is Glen Hiemstra. Glen is the Founder of Futurist.com, a company that
focuses on the dissemination – and the creation – of information about the future. He is the author of Turning the
Future Into Revenue: What Businesses and Individuals Need to Know to Shape Their Futures, and the co-author of
a leaders’ handbook, Strategic Leadership: Achieving Your Preferred Future.
Glen has advised professional, business, and governmental organizations for two decades. Clients have included
Adobe Systems, Boeing, Regence Health Care, Microsoft, Tulsa 2025, and Atlanta Vision 2020. On Monday of this
week, Glen was at Emory University leading an executive education session for Home Depot, and he is working with
the Atlanta Regional Commission as they once again look to the future. He is often asked to comment on the future
by publications such as The Futurist, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. News & World Report, the Los Angeles Times,
the Detroit Free Press, and USA Today. Predicting the future is obviously serious business, but you should know that
Glen has also worked in Hollywood as a technical advisor for programs set in the distant future.
Glen lives near Seattle, Washington, with his wife Tracie. They have three adult children.
Today Glen is going to stretch our thinking about the future, as he discusses our aging future and as he challenges
all of us to create the future we prefer. Please join me in welcoming Glen Hiemstra to our program.
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Keynote Address – Glen Hiemstra
A realistic consideration of the societal effects of our aging population

The conference’s keynote speaker, futurist Glen Hiemstra, opened with a challenge and a question to the audience
– to add the number 18 to their current age, which is how old they’ll be in 2025. “Think of yourself at that age.
What’s your image of your life and yourself then? What do you want your life to be like?” Hiemstra asked, “At age
85, what do you see yourself doing; where do you see yourself living?” And, he added, are those expectations realistic and reasonable given the direction society is headed in now?
We are embarking on a “grand experiment,” Hiemstra said, and the question is: How should we organize a society in which so many people are over the age of 65 and 75? The answer is: We don’t know because it’s never happened before. And, he reminded the audience, “You are not only the experimenter; you are the experimental subject.”
To give the conference audience a perspective, Hiemstra pointed out that today in Georgia, 10 percent of the population is over 65; in Florida, that number is 17 percent. That means that today, one out of every ten people you meet
on the street is a senior; in 2025, that figure will be close to one in of five. How will the world look and work with
such a great proportion of the population in the senior bracket? What happens to transportation, housing, political
issues? For an idea of what it might feel like, just go to Florida and look around – in a state where senior residents
already number about 1 in 5.
Other aging statistics are just as striking: the US population pyramid used to be just that – a pyramid, getting narrower towards the top, reflecting smaller numbers of elderly. In 2050, it will be almost a rectangle. “As of today, we
are 1,190 days until the first baby boomer turns 65, on January 1, 2011. After that, each year that goes by will see
the day approaching when there as many people who are older as there are younger.” The large numbers of baby
boomers will make the top end heavier, but also, older people are just simply living longer at an exponential rate. In
1750, the average life expectancy was a mere 35 years; in 1900, the average life expectancy was 47 years, an increase
of 12 life years after a century and a half. While a few 65 year olds were running around at the turn of the previous
century, not many comparatively – only 10 million of them. Today, however, the average life expectancy is over 80
years for women, nearly 80 for men. In one century, life expectancy has nearly doubled.
This is far beyond what was ever imagined, and certainly far beyond what was imagined when the retirement age
(and accompanying Social Security benefits) of 65 was established mid-century – when policymakers expected lifespans to last only five to seven more years beyond that age. A combination of better health care, better knowledge of
exercise and nutrition, and an apparent “something else” (that we don’t know what it is) are contributing factors. People not only do and will live longer, but they are “different” from yesterday’s elderly. They are better educated, healthier longer, with younger families. And although there is now an obesity epidemic in the United States, advanced
medicine will allow people to live longer with chronic conditions – such as obesity, diabetes, and heart disease.
People will also work longer. While it had been forecasted that future elderly will be financially better off than
previous generations, Hiemstra was skeptical. He predicts there will be a small set of seniors who are well off, but
a growing group will be actually poor – in a “back to the future” situation mirroring a time gone by in which older
people were largely poor.
What do men do when they retire? They go from being “out there” to becoming more and more “in” and inward:
moving from the workplace to the golf course, from the golf course to the yard, and then to the workshop in the basement or garage, and finally, the easy chair in front of the television. Women, however, move in the opposite direction. Their life at home of childcare and housework is now freed – and they join clubs, social groups, and travel. Men,
however, won’t travel alone or without their spouse while women will. The former AARP travel company (with
mostly older clients, average age of 76) regularly booked group trips for seniors, composed mostly of women.
Hiemstra also discussed the classic breakdowns in generations, and where they will be in 2025. Traditionals, born
before baby boomers, will be 80 plus, and some will still be with us in 2025. Baby boomers will be 61 to 79; Generation X (gen-xers) at 45-60, will be in charge in the future. Millennials will be 25 to 45, and post-millennials are
the generation following them.
In Georgia, in 2005, we had 852,000 people over 65; in 2025, that number will double to 1,668,000, making Georgia the eighth fastest-growing state in the nation in senior increase. To put it in perspective, in 1900, there were only
10 million people over 65 in the entire world; Georgia will have 18 percent of that number. Florida, which has 17 percent of its population in that age bracket, will no longer be alone. In fact, there will be “27 Floridas in the US by 2025.”
As for Georgia, we will also have a lot of young people as well as old people, all requiring tax resources for services
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and necessities, such as education. Yet the tax base for providing these funds will have decreased as a large proportion
of the working population retires. In 1950 in the U.S., half of 70-year-old men were still in the paid labor force. Today,
67 percent of men and women over 55 are no longer working at all. How viable is that for the long-term future?
Expectations for transportation in the future may also not be viable or realistic. Today, 80 percent of those over 55 own
and drive their own car; but 20 percent of those over 65 no longer drive. While 57 percent of the population expect to be
driven in the future when they’re older, is this expectation realistic? Thirteen percent expect to use transit, a higher percentage than use it today. This leaves the question: How will we get around and will we have the infrastructure to do it?
Another important question is: Where will we live? Studies show 75 percent of seniors want to live in their own
home as long as possible. Hiemstra posed the question to the audience, “Where do YOU want to be living?” If not
one’s house, then what kind of place, and more importantly, what are the odds we would have such a place (and
enough of them for the vast numbers of new seniors) in 2025?
Hiemstra looks to Japan, the “canary in the coal mine,” to help predict the effects of aging in America. Japan is
about 10 to 15 years ahead of America in this area. First of all, Japan, whose birth rate has dramatically dropped, has
a population pyramid that has already become a rectangle, and is now on the way to becoming an inverted pyramid,
with elders at the top being the greatest number of the population. While Japan’s and the U.S.’s aging trends may be
similar, in some areas, Japan’s coping with elderly growth is very different. While the U.S. may expect to do what
Japan is doing, we are not set up for it, socially and structurally. Eighty seven percent of elder care is given by immediate families in Japan – daughters and sons, or daughters-in-law or sons-in-law; only 13 percent of seniors have
hired help, whether in-home caretakers or institutional help. While the U.S. may expect to replicate Japan’s methods, we are culturally unlikely to do so in many areas, such as caretaking. Furthermore, Japan’s social expenditures
are heavily tilted to programs for older citizens. Seventy percent are budgeted for the aged, only 4 percent for children. By contrast, in the early 70s, U.S. expenditures on seniors were only 6 percent; by 1992, they were 18 percent;
and 2025 projections are only 27 percent. In addition, employers in Japan try to keep the elderly working longer and
modify jobs to fit their needs, knowledge, and skill level. The Japanese even create innovative technology for elderly needs, such as more accessible cars, and “care robots.”
By contrast, when U.S. officials are asked what are their plans to prepare for the “Age Wave,” the answer is, disturbingly often, “Nothing. They’re all going to move to Florida anyway, why should we worry?” However, the majority of seniors do NOT want to move. They have mortgages, relationships, security and roots where they already
are. As a result, NORCs (Naturally Occurring Retirement Communities) will be everywhere. And there actually are
some policies, such as The Aging in Place Initiative, designed to help retirees who stay in their homes.
However, one problem with aging-in-place is housing trends in the last 50 years. In 1950, the average house was
980 square feet for 3.4 people; today, it is 2600 square feet for 2.6 people. But that’s just average. There are many,
many even larger “McMansions” – huge houses – being averaged in the statistics with smaller living spaces such as
condos. While “McMansions” may be a status symbol and good for a large family, many have accumulated too much
debt, and when the children leave, a huge home is not ideal for the elderly. Who can afford one, and who wants to live
in one, with empty floors and dark bedrooms and yard maintenance and higher bills? But where can one find a 1200to 1400-square-foot home nowadays? Homes outfitted for an aging person’s declining physical needs are not common either. Homes built for seniors to stay in as long as possible will include things like ramps, rails, lighted hallways
and rocker switches. Developers need to decrease the size and cost of new homes by half; younger families just starting out as well as elders just can’t afford, nor do they need, the McMansions being built now.
In addition, communities need to provide transportation – public transportation, of course, but communities also
need to be built with sidewalks. Sidewalks change the nature and feel of a neighborhood; they bring people outdoors,
more able to access shopping, services and businesses even when driving becomes difficult with age. And, just as
important, walking keeps seniors exercising and healthier longer, so they live more independently longer in their
neighborhoods, without the need of caretakers or institutions for many years.
Manpower-wise, how do we care for the elderly? The family support that Japan has may not be part of the culture of
the United States. In addition, there are fewer younger workers to either support Social Security or take care of the elderly. Georgia is the second to last state in the nation in terms of providing Medicaid spent on home care services. We need
to think about providing Medicaid services in the home. Georgia also has a large rural population, and the rural elderly
9

want to age-in-place as well, but most long-term care services are in urban areas. Forty percent of Georgia’s elderly live
in rural areas, compared to 5 percent in Massachusetts and 12 percent in Colorado. There is a mismatch in the management of resources for elderly and the long-term care support of rural residents. Mental health is also an increasingly important issue. Depression is connected to chronic physical conditions, such as obesity and diabetes, that often afflict the
elderly. The elderly account for 20 percent of all suicides, yet only 3 percent receive mental health treatment.
“The retirement dream has become a retirement myth,” said Hiemstra. Prior to the 20th century, people did not
retire. They did “slow down,” but they still worked until they dropped, and they dropped relatively young – at age
47. Early in the 20th century, lifespans began to increase and a huge wave of European immigrants flooded the
workforce, so aging workers were no longer needed, nor wanted. So policymakers sat down and basically “made retirement up.” And the retirement they made up looks much like the retirement we have today – you work until a certain age, then you cease work, then you retire in leisure with accumulated savings and benefits. When the Depression
hit and policymakers realized that most old people didn’t have enough savings and benefits to retire, social security
was also “made up” to go along with their newly created idea of retirement.
From the 1960s to the 80s, most people over 65 were retired, and only lived five to seven more years after that.
Today, 57 percent of those over 55 are already retired. Can we continue this trend in today’s dwindling pensions, reduced savings, and overwhelming debt environment? Before, we were expected to earn our money, now we are expected to pay for our money – in terms of borrowing and debt. Debt today is shocking compared to that of 30 to 40
years ago. The expectation is we’ll still have enough, but really, will we? Are we going to have enough personal savings and resources to pay for our picture of the leisure-based life, to golf, and to simply relax? And with our increasing longevity, we’ll have to somehow find funds to pay for retirement longer – not for five years, but for 20,
perhaps even 30 years. Can we accumulate enough savings and benefits to do so, and do we really want to be merely
golfing and driving around in a Winnebago for the next 30 years after we retire? When Social Security was created,
it was intended to suffice for five or seven or 12 years at the most; now it must last 25 to 30 years beyond 65.
Twentieth century retirement came to an end in 1990, as the number of older workers stopped decreasing and began
increasing once again. Workers in their 60s began to be more and more in the paid labor force in 1990, and more and
more of us will want and need to be in the workforce as we retire. Are we prepared for an aged workforce?
Two polls show that we are not prepared. Manpower Inc.’s international survey showed that only 14 percent of
25 countries have strategies to recruit older workers; only 21 percent have strategies to retain older workers. Nationally, Boston College’s survey of U.S. companies shows that only 24 percent have made some projections about
what to do with an aging workforce; a mere 9 percent have gone so far as to make detailed projections. So what
SHOULD we do to get ready for an aging workforce? Older people want to keep working, but the 9-5 work model
is not for them. If, by the year 2025, 17 percent of Georgians are over 65 and perhaps still working, but working less
(part-time), making much less income and paying less taxes, they will be well beyond the spending wave – the time
in life when you spent the most money. Usually this is between the ages of 40-50, when with parenting and child
care costs, including college. What will happen? Well, add up the loss of tax revenue on income and buying and you
have an idea of how Georgia’s fiscal picture will look.
Is aging just beginning? Dr. Leroy Hood, a Seattle scientist who worked on the genome decoding machine, says
yes. Medicine today is limited; diagnostics are “posiparameter”: there are only a couple of dozen things doctors can
measure. Therapy only happens after an illness; it is a reaction to what’s wrong. Prevention plays only a minor role.
In the future, however, diagnostics will be “multiparameter”; blood tests will yield thousands of measurable results.
Medicine will be preventative, diagnostics-driven, and personalized to you and your genetic makeup. (While this is
certainly possible and perhaps probable, it is not guaranteed as all institutions are resistant to change, including the
health care system. With “health care reform” often equated with “socialism,” the system is resistant to change.)
However, Dr. Hood believes we can extend our productive lifespan by 10 to 20 years over the next 30 years. In 20
to 30 years, a 75 year old or 85 year old will have the health and life of a 65 year old today. Twenty years from now,
we’ll be considered young ourselves, and talking about what to do with all the old people.
“The future is not something that happens to us, it is something we do,” Hiemstra observed. The challenge will
hit us in 1,190 days from the moment the first boomer turned 25… we have just a little time left to get ready.
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White Paper Summary:
Housing the Aging Baby Boomer Generation:
Implications for Georgia Communities or It’s Too Late to Run…They’re Here!
By JOHN W. MATTHEWS and GEOFFREY K. TURNBULL
In Georgia, baby boomers are living in large numbers in the metropolitan areas – particularly in the suburbs, in
the northern mountain counties, and the coastal counties. A majority of the elderly say they want to stay where they
are; they prefer to stay in the same house as long as possible, or at least in the same community. They want to “agein-place” so they can remain close to family, children, support networks, and – in certain cases – the workplace. Unfortunately, the houses and communities that once met the needs of the now-elderly boomers, and the cohorts
following them, may no longer be good matches. Houses contain barriers to those with limited mobility: doorways
and halls are too narrow for wheelchairs; second-story rooms may become inaccessible; and house and yard maintenance may become too rigorous. Community services such as transportation, convenient shopping, community facilities, and access to health care take on added value. Counties and cities need to anticipate these changes in life stage
needs and move to accommodate them with new housing maintenance, building, and zoning codes. Not all boomers
will choose to age-in-place. Many will choose to move to new homes and will be looking for communities with enhanced natural amenities. Finally, affordable housing will be an issue for some of the growing number of elderly. Even
though most no longer have mortgages, one-fifth of the elderly today pay over 30 percent of their income for insurance, utilities, taxes, and maintenance.

Session I Presentation
Geoffrey Turnbull

Starting off AYSPS’s first conference session, on “Livable Communities,” Geoffrey Turnbull emphasized that
most seniors, over two-thirds in fact, want to stay in their current home. If they are not able to stay in their current
home, they want to live at least in the same community. In fact, most will stay right where they are, with the largest
concentrations of seniors in the most populated areas of Georgia – which includes the northern half of the state as
well as in the largest cities, Atlanta and Savannah. In addition, these seniors don’t usually live in the cities proper,
but reside where the rest of the population does, and where they have always lived – in the suburbs, exurbs, and rural
places – and will stay there, too. However, this creates a housing mismatch, as most services that seniors need aren’t
available there. Elderly citizens will need a mixed use community with walkability and convenient access to many
diverse businesses and services, including health care. Communities need and should provide housing variety for diverse affordable housing options. One of the best ways to insure that affordable housing needs are met is to insure
that decisions are increasingly being made at the local level. What should local policymakers do to create communities that are more livable? Start with updating zoning laws: zoning may need to be mixed use so seniors can easily get to the services and business they need without help and therefore retain their independence longer. This type
of change may incur some opposition by community members. Other changes may be regulatory, including contractor
licensing and bonding, and housing code flexibility.
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Session I Panel Discussion:
Bill Floyd, Mayor of Decatur; Kevin Isakson, Director, Marketing & Sales, Isakson-Barnhart;
Margaret Counts-Spriggs, Professor, Clark Atlanta University
Decatur mayor Bill Floyd spoke of Decatur’s experience creating an active senior community. Since older people want to remain close to home, and above all else want to live active lifestyles, a community must be willing to
plan, to spend tax dollars on quality of life improvements, and to change zoning laws for seniors needs, which includes making it higher density as well as requiring housing affordability in prices and taxes. Decatur is a model of
planned growth. The city began planning its current town-center model in the 1980s. Two of the major factors that
contributed to the success of Decatur’s plan were the ability to revamp public housing to meet the needs of an aging
public, as well as the ability to offer mixed-rate housing options for all segments of the population. The City of Decatur now plans to create the position of an active living coordinator to advise future municipal decisions. Baby
boomers are expecting a number of things in retirement, including social security checks, active lifestyles, opportunities to do things, to live around family, and to stay in community. As a result, the policy issues become many.
Public housing is another policy issue – Decatur is not going to force people out, but it has to change, and the market rate has to allow affordable housing.
The next presenter, Kevin Isakson, the marketing and sales director for the development firm of Isakson-Barnhart, offered a private sector view on the issue of livable communities. As a developer of continuing care retirement
communities which consist of independent residences and services, Isakson discussed the problems that accompany
the development of Continuing Care Retirement Communities (CCRCs), the most urgent being the difficulty in
complying with outdated zoning codes. Another issue is the length of time it takes to develop the typical CCRC, with
an average of five to seven years from planning to completion. Available land, impact on traffic, and access to labor
are other concerns of a retirement community developer. CCRC’s should also be crime free and allow seniors to remain in their own communities. Isakson emphasized Atlanta’s need for far more CCRC’s – pointing out that the city
of Charlotte, much smaller than Atlanta population-wise, had three times as many elderly care facilities as Atlanta.
Isakson also discussed the enormous benefit in terms of social capital that is a byproduct of insuring that elderly wisdom remains in a community.
Margaret Counts-Spriggs, associate professor in the School of Social Work at Clark Atlanta University, concluded the panel discussion by addressing the social equity issues that emerge in aging policy. Governments need
to provide quality affordable long-term care for poorer elderly citizens. Adjusting the provision of the public services currently offered can better meet the unique needs of the elderly. She urged the continuation of discussions on
the topic of aging, and felt that to be effective, it is imperative that stakeholders from all aspects of the community
are brought to the table.
In individual roundtable discussions, conference participants identified new or surprising facts and ideas from the
livable communities session. Among the top three were: the idea of creating an Active Living Coordinator position
similar to Decatur’s; the fact that Charlotte has more Continuing Care Retirement Communities (CCRC) than Atlanta; and more generally, the impact aging will have on current zoning and housing plans. In the same discussions,
conference participants offered their thoughts on the most important actions that need to be taken to build “livable
communities.” Some of the most cited were the need to create affordable housing for seniors; making policy decisions increasingly at the local level, specifically, with zoning and transportation issues; and finally, focusing policymakers’ attention on preventive healthcare. Transportation improvements can include, first and foremost,
walkability: sidewalks and paths for walking, as well as biking, with close and convenient access (within a quarter
of a mile) to businesses, services, and family and friends. Not only does walking retain senior independence longer,
it keeps them healthier longer. Other transportation changes include improved road design, such as better traffic signage, clearer pavement markings, and brighter stoplights, as well as safe and accessible transit and paratransit services. Another major issue is the need to shift focus to preventive health care for the elderly, as opposed to treating
patients with the traditional retroactive approach. In general, the importance of public-private partnerships and educating the public as well as state and local officials was emphasized.
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White Paper Summary
Long-Term Care: A National Perspective and Implications for Georgia
By GLENN LANDERS and DAWUD UJAMAA
The aging “Baby Boomer” generation will be the most significant factor increasing the demand for long-term care
services over the next half century. Tomorrow’s elderly (those age 60 and above) will have very different social demographic, health, and economic characteristics than today’s elderly. Nationally, the elderly population is expected
to grow from 35 million in 2000 to more than 80 million in 2050, with a five-fold increase in the “oldest-old” (people age 85 and older), who are disabled at the highest rates. The elderly population in Georgia will increase 143 percent between 2000 and 2030, versus a total population increase in Georgia of 47 percent. Georgia’s aging population
will be spread throughout the state, but concentrations will be greatest in suburban and rural areas as well as the Savannah metropolitan area. There remains the problem of finding an available workforce to provide direct care as the
number of workers per older adult drops precipitously. It is estimated that the number of disabled people over 65 will
double over the next two decades, which will drive up the need for and cost of long-term care services.

Session II Presentation
Glenn Landers

The primary concern of the aging population is health care costs, according to Glenn Landers. Another related concern for seniors’ long-term care needs is the expected shortage of caregivers, including family, for the vast numbers
of aging seniors. The size of the disabled elderly population is expected to increase 50 percent nationally between
2000 and 2040. The disability rate in Georgia is presently in the middle among all U.S. states, but is projected to increase significantly by 2040. Disability rates will fall between 2000 and 2020, but then rise through 2040 as boomers
reach their 80s. Even with disability rates remaining constant, the number of elderly Georgians with disabilities
could double by 2025. As a result, long-term care spending will also double from 2000 to 2030.
Georgia’s health care workforce is in a crisis as the ratio of workers per older adult is falling. In 2040, there will
be only nine younger direct care workers per older adult – compared to 15 in 2000. Adding to the problem of large
numbers of aging citizens is that the present health care force is aging itself; most Georgia nurses are over 40 and
less than 10 percent are under 30. The elderly’s biggest health care issues are disabilities, chronic disease, and high
rates of dementia. There is a mismatch between these chronic illness needs and health services that are geared toward acute care, as well as a general lack of awareness on what the priorities are. In a 2006 survey of Georgians over
age 55, 19 percent said “I don’t know” when asked about what types of services or assistance they might want or
need in planning for the future. The needs of an aging population are diverse. Sixteen percent will need in-home help;
9 percent, transportation; 9 percent, access to medical care; 6 percent, government financial assistance; 6 percent,
nursing home/assisted living; 5 percent, assistance with meals; and 4 percent, prescription drug assistance. When
polled about what they would do if they were unable to care for themselves in the future, the consumer choice was
for home-based care. Over half (54 percent) of Georgians responded that they would rely on family to help care for
them. Another 30 percent would go to a nursing home, while 9 percent did not know what they would do, and 6 percent planned to use some kind of insurance.
Service delivery models for an aging population are guided by the 1999 U.S. Supreme Court Olmstead Decision,
the “integration mandate” of the Americans with Disabilities Act, which requires public agencies to provide services “in the most integrated setting appropriate to the needs of qualified individuals with disabilities.” The Olmstead
decision obliges states to place individuals in the least restrictive setting for their needs as much as possible.
Some service delivery models include the 2000 Federal Systems Change Framework and Georgia’s Real Choice
Systems Change Grants, valued at over $4 million, which address barriers to integrated community living. They develop an ongoing mechanism for consumer involvement and a process for effective communication and collaboration to ensure an accessible, integrated community service system for elderly people and people with disabilities. The
principle of “Money Follows the Person” means that funding is tied to a specific individual regardless of the service delivery setting. Georgia received a grant of $34 million for five years to implement the concept. Other service
delivery models include aging resource centers and retirement communities. The Aging and Disability Resource
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Centers (ADRC) is a joint program of the Administration on Aging (AoA) and the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) that restructure services and supports for older adults and people with disabilities; Georgia received a federal grant in 2004 to pilot two ADRCs and expanded to five in 2006. Supplementing these are Continuing
Care Retirement Communities (CCRC), also mentioned in the previous session on livable communities, which are
diverse, contractually-based communities providing for varying kinds and levels of elderly needs, including independent living, assisted living, nursing facilities, Alzheimer’s needs, hospices.
The presentation concluded with the following thought from Dr. Paul Hodge at the White House Policy Committee’s Conference on Aging in 2004: “While many experts, pundits, and the press have made predictions about
how the aging of the Baby Boomers will affect the United States, in actuality, no one really knows with any certainty what will happen. What is clear is that the policy implications and ramifications are unprecedented in history. America’s aging will transform politics, retirement systems, health care systems, welfare systems, and labor
markets. It will force a re-thinking of social morés and prejudices, from issues of age/gender discrimination in the
job market to end-of-life care. Whether that transformation is positive or negative will depend on planning and
preparation that must begin today.”
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Session II Panel Discussion:
Len Walker, Chairman of House Human Relations and Aging Committee
Maria Greene, Director, Division of Aging Services, Department of Human Resources
Len Walker, Chairman of the House Human Relations and Aging Committee, focused on what life will look like
in the year 2030. The growing senior population will be able to gain substantial political influence. “We live in a
gerontocracy,” said Walker. He also asked, “What do I hope for in 2030 (when I’m 80)?” Seniors will want to age
in place, will have substantial political influence due to their sheer numbers, will want a wider array of options along
the spectrum of long-term care, and will want expanded accessibility to various services in community care. Walker
concluded with the importance of expanding access to long-term care among all segments of the population.
Maria Greene, Director of the Division of Aging Services, addressed issues about current long-term care facilities. Greene pointed out that long-term care is about more than Medicaid and nursing homes, since future seniors
will be healthier than past seniors, and many will only need minimal levels of assistance. We need to provide caregiver support to reduce the stress and burden of caregivers and their shortage. Among those targeted are caretakers
of adult children with developmental disabilities as well as grandparents raising grandchildren (about 100,000 in
Georgia). There is also a gap between geriatric mental health care and provided services. Triple the number of senior citizens go through Georgia’s state mental health system than national average. The faith community can be involved, for example, providing respite care for families with people with Alzheimer’s.
Roundtable discussions by conference participants found a number of items in the long-term care session presentations that were surprising. The top three were: the lack of geriatric mental health care, the large number of elderly caring for grandchildren and disabled children, and most importantly, that 55 percent of us expect our children
to take care of us. Roundtable participants identified important action items as well, including the need to begin
planning for the expected shortage of health-care workers. In addition, policy makers at all levels of government must
work together to solve these issues, and the state of Georgia should assist and supplement its local communities financially in this area. Steps should be taken to ensure that long-term care alternatives are available to senior citizens.
Also, to reduce the financial burden of hiring long-term care providers, the elderly should be educated in taking responsibility for their own long-term care finances.
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Remarks
Roy Bahl and Carl Patton
Roy Bahl, founding Dean of the Andrew Young School of Policy Studies, discussed the need to consider not only
the benefits of a growing elderly population, but the increasing cost issues that will result. Clearly we all want the
best for the elders in our society; however, we must explore where the money is going to come from to make this
happen. It may not be realistic to assume that many elderly will be able to support themselves. The needs of the burgeoning senior population will produce a different set of demands for government, and we must ensure that we have
qualified personnel capable of meeting these demands.
Georgia State University’s President Carl Patton had the honor of introducing Lieutenant Governor Casey Cagle.
Patton first focused on the need to consider aging as an economic issue that requires serious attention from policy
makers and academicians alike. He then acknowledged the Lieutenant Governor’s commitment to the success of
higher education in Georgia, as well as highlighting some of the progressive policies that he has influenced at the
state level. President Patton reinforced the importance of positive collaborations between government policy makers and the institutions of higher learning that have been established to advise them.
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Remarks
Lieutenant Governor Casey Cagle
“Already, five of the 20 fastest growing counties in the country in terms of aging population are in Georgia,
and it is clear that we are facing one of the biggest demographic shifts in our history. We shouldn’t look at this
growth as a problem, but rather as a tremendous opportunity for our state. We need to make Georgia a ‘senior
friendly’ state, a place where senior citizens will want to come live and enjoy this productive phase in their
lives. Transportation, mobility, and long-term care are all critical issues, and our state needs to focus on what
we can do to be sensitive to the needs of our aging citizens and to create a welcoming environment for this
valuable sector of our society.”
- Lt. Governor Casey Cagle
Lt. Governor Casey Cagle understands what it’s like to be the underdog – and so he understands the needs of the
elderly and how important it is to make policy that helps their situation and improves the state at the same time. As
a former Georgia legislator now in the Lt. Governor’s office, Cagle collaborated often with Roy Bahl and the AYSPS
staff for data, information, and resources critical in making policy decisions – often “very tough decisions that come
down the pike, and without the proper due diligence in the front end, we may find ourselves in a disadvantageous
situation,” Cagle said, emphasizing the importance of planning for coming changes before they actually get here.
Many challenges are coming in a short period of time, Cagle emphasized. “The U.S. population is expected to grow
to more than 80 million people by 2050. Georgia is expected to see a 143 percent increase in the aging population
from 2000 to 2030. This amounts to almost 2 million people age 65 and older.” Georgia’s most rapid growth areas,
such as Gwinnett, Fayetteville, Dawson, Columbus, and Forsyth counties, are some of the fastest growing communities in the U.S., and they have an enormous amount of the population that is going to be aged 65 and older. Cagle
believes, “We need to make Georgia a senior friendly state.” He is optimistic; though Georgia may be facing one of
the biggest demographic shifts in its history, “we shouldn’t look at it as a problem.” While the trend of seniors migrating to and remaining in Georgia may have the potential to strain state resources, it also presents tremendous economic opportunities. Cagle has been a supporter of the development of active adult communities, which he considers
an economic plus, as a market-based solution that also meets the needs of the new elderly demographic.
Cagle said seniors are actually a huge resource that could not be replaced by another demographic because more
than being “takers of services, they’re givers.” They volunteer in hospitals, churches, educational systems, and other
community organizations. In the U.S. today, senior citizens contribute over 3.5 billion hours worth of volunteer
work per year, and this growing number of retirees will be much more service oriented. We need to tap into this valuable phenomenon, and encourage the continuation of this trend. To that end, Cagle challenged policymakers to
reevaluate the tax system to give seniors incentives to stay in the state rather than migrate to Florida and Tennessee,
states which seem attractive because they have exempted seniors from income taxes. Both Governor Perdue and Lt.
Governor Cagle are proponents of eliminating the income tax for senior citizens as an incentive for seniors to migrate or stay here, due to the economic and social value that seniors bring to the state.
On the other hand, seniors require health care access and other deliverables, yet today in Georgia many would say
that we are in somewhat of a health-care crisis, especially given the struggles of Grady hospital and the enormous
individual health costs every citizen experiences. However, Cagle feels universal health care is not the answer; the
real answer rests in the free market with its win-win situation of competition and free choice as to where to go and
what services patients want. Government also plays a role in the delivery of health-care. Many seniors will need traditional health services, but others will need a nursing home or an assisted living scenario – Georgia must be prepared to meet the coming demand. Cagle’s conversations with the nursing home industry show that they recognize
the opportunity and that they have to get bigger and better, but Cagle feels it is also a joint endeavor in which the
state plays a significant role. Nursing home choices need to be gauged as well, and a rating system can be a helpful
tool. Children of the senior adults want to be educated in making right decisions as it relates to where their parents
will be in nursing homes. Some individuals may have money to pay for a potentially better level of care. A rating
system allows individuals to make good conscious decisions, in line with their resources and needs.
Cagle stressed that we need to start planning now for the unique needs of the growing elderly population. The
aging population will impact many facets of our state, including the rapidly aging workforce. As boomers retire,
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the “brain drain” will necessitate younger replacements, as well as an educational system in place to train that next
generation of skilled workers. The importance of a good education cannot be underestimated; we are competing
not just among those in our county, state, or nation – but worldwide. Europe and other countries are gaining on us
significantly; our education system must perform at the highest level possible to keep our competitive advantage.
Lt. Governor Cagle put forth two educational incentives focused on changing the paradigm on education away
from a top-down style of education to a bottom-up one. These incentives focus on putting kids on a path that leads
them to a job. Eighty percent of the workforce tomorrow is going to need some kind of technical training, so he
has introduced career academies, with high schools joining forces with stand-alone technical colleges to give students technical training. Georgia’s new program of career academies have 98 percent graduation rates and a 100
percent placement rate – the definition of success in education. This kind of preparation will help us replenish the
dwindling workforce stemming from an aging population.
Transportation and mobility is another major issue for elderly citizens; planning to insure an adequate transportation infrastructure is imperative.
Cagle closed his talk on what Georgia can and should do for seniors on a personal philosophical note: “Life is not
about self; life is about service – and service to others. And when we commit ourselves to that act of service, that is
when we truly find the greatness that this world has to offer. You see, I’m a public servant. I have the ability every
day to get up and to try and make a difference in the lives of all Georgians. The reason why we are here today is to
focus on how we can make a difference in the lives of senior citizens. It makes a difference, and we need to be committed to do what we can, when we can, and as often as we can, to make this Georgia a better place.”
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White Paper Summary
Selected Fiscal and Economic Implications of Aging
By DAVID L. SJOQUIST, SALLY WALLACE and JOHN WINTERS
The graying of Georgia will have an effect on the overall economy: particularly the labor force; tax revenue; and
on the level, composition, and nature of public services. State and local governments need to determine how an
aging population will affect them and plan carefully for the changes that are coming. Georgia is unique in terms of
the magnitude of the growth of the elderly. While Georgia currently has a relatively young population, because of
the increase in its population, the state will deal with a larger growth in the elderly. To get a good handle on the
labor force impact, it will be important to have an accurate overall inventory of workers in the public and private sectors. The growth in the number of elderly will affect the economy itself through the tax base. While Georgia experiences these pressures and potential benefits from an increased elderly population, it is time to determine the impact
of tax policies and to project state and local budgets over a longer time horizon. Incorporating the demographic
changes that are expected in the state over a 10-year period (or longer) will enable state and local governments to
be more proactive in budgetary decisions in the short term. It is critical, therefore, that all levels of government assess their revenue sources to ensure that that they are structured so as not to be overly susceptible to future demographic changes, such as the aging of the population.

Session III Presentation
Sally Wallace

In the final session on the fiscal and economic issues of aging, Sally Wallace focused on the aging labor force and
resulting public finance issues. Georgia is, right now, a younger-than-average state. However, its population growth
means that the number of elderly increases dramatically over the next 20 years, so Georgia will be much older than
other states in a few decades. The transformation of the population pyramid to a population rectangle tells the story
of the demographic shift. The implications on the labor force are varied; first, it changes the level and concentration
of those actually working, as aging workers retire and reduced numbers of younger workers make it difficult to replace them. Policymakers do have some options to deal with the coming flood of retirees. These options include
workforce development planning, pension reform, non-standard work arrangements such as part-time employment
and flexible hours, emeritus programs for experienced retirees to remain partially employed, mentoring positions for
experienced senior workers to help newer ones, and college tuition programs.
Public expenditures also change with an elderly population – with more spending on services targeted to senior
needs. Another change affecting public expenditures is in the political arena, as people over 65 become a voting
block, and voting patterns of the elderly will reflect their particular needs and wants. Tax revenues will be reduced,
primarily due to less full time workers, so there will be less taxable income. Furthermore, consumption patterns will
shift. Elderly citizens consume differently than younger ones; for example, services and health-related goods are consumed more. Another issue is property tax – many counties reduce or waive property taxes for retirees, affecting tax
revenue. However, there are property tax exemptions for a variety of taxpayers, and seniors’ exemptions constitute
only about $210 million impact on overall revenue. Likewise, the growth of the elderly and corresponding growth
of senior exemptions reduces the amount of personal income tax revenue. Already the impact on tax revenue is being
felt and it is growing; the impact is about 2.8 percent of income tax revenues now. The net impact of all of this is a
growing effect on overall revenue. On the expenditure side, Medicaid is one of the largest publicly-funded programs—and most affected by elderly growth. Between 2000 and 2025, we are set to double the number of those over
65 with chronic conditions, which amounts to very expensive growth.
A primary issue of the demographic shift is that tax and expenditure policy will probably lag behind other changes.
Options do exist to tighten exemptions, but there is always a trade-off and choices are difficult especially with Medicaid spending. The aging population creates substantial pressure on the economy and public finances, but some
strategies have already begun for dealing with changes.
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Session III Panel Discussion:
David Hankerson, Cobb County Manager
Mark Butler, Vice Chairman of House Appropriations – Human Resources
Cobb County Manager David Hankerson discussed problems facing Cobb County and its growing elderly population. Cobb County has a ten-year master plan for senior services in Cobb County; the plan is posted on the county
website (www.cobbcounty.org), with quarterly reports. Hankerson also talked about how Cobb County has handled
its own aging employees, including new approaches to pensions and other benefits. Some solutions to insure the continuation of qualified staff include better training programs for young workers, partially- or fully-funded continuing
education for staff members, and finally the idea of re-hiring retired county workers on a part-time basis.
Representative Mark Butler, Vice Chairman of House Appropriations Committee – Human Resources, addressed
projected costs associated with the aging population as well as the predicted labor shortage. Butler offered a unique
policymaker’s perspective to attendees, providing a legitimate and informed estimate of the costs and needs required
to care for the elderly and describing other items currently competing for state allocations. Large and small changes
are needed for the elderly, such as transforming services and living conditions. For a personal example, Butler said
his father made every doorway in his house at least three feet wide so that he would have access if he became disabled. Butler also argued that Georgia must create policies that attract qualified workers to the health-care fields, employment areas that will be expanding rapidly to meet the demands of a new aging population.
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Panel of Policymakers
Glen Hiemstra, Futurist; Eva Galambos, Mayor of Sandy Springs; Sam Olens, Chairman,
Cobb County Board of Commissioners; and Tommy Hills, CFO, State of Georgia
Concluding the Andrew Young School of Policy Studies conference on aging in Georgia was a panel of policymakers, led by keynote speaker and futurist, Glen Hiemstra, and featuring three preeminent policymakers, Eva
Galambos, Mayor of Sandy Springs; Sam Olens, Chairman, Cobb County Board of Commissioners; and Tommy
Hills, CFO for the state of Georgia.
When asked to choose the most important aging issue, the three officials responded with varied but complementary observations. Mayor Galambos emphasized that the two most important, impending, and impossible-toignore issues of America’s aging population are Medicare and Social Security. Cobb County Board of Commissioners
Chairman Sam Olens emphasized the importance of aging based on the sheer numbers: today, one in 10 citizens are
seniors, but in 2030, one in five citizens will be seniors. CFO Tommy Hills noted that “planning for health care costs
is huge” in order to fund the health care needs of the greater number of retirees. Planning is important, because, according to Hills, “changes now won’t take effect for the next 20-30 years; therefore, it is urgent to implement programs that have long-term funding indications, but that don’t cost much in the front end.”
Regarding the issue of livable communities, Sam Olens responded that Cobb County is involved in several programs. They were the first local government in Georgia to enact a senior housing ordinance, which means more
units per acre could be defined as low density if these units had “EZ Living Standards” (see Livable Communities
white paper). Six other communities have adopted that policy since Cobb’s implementation. Cobb County considers paratransit services essential; Olens said he “couldn’t possibly imagine a more important service.” Hand in hand
with transportation is the need for zoning that doesn’t keep seniors away from their children and grandchildren.
Eva Galambos discussed the benefits of the active senior center in Sandy Springs. She also mentioned that some
Sandy Springs residents have been concerned about increased density zoning, in terms of multi-faceted housing,
along the Roswell Road corridors and major arteries. However, Galambos answers that concern: “higher density
along the transportation corridors meets their [seniors] needs” for close and easy proximity to services, medical care,
recreation, and businesses.” Moreover, due to the greater number of seniors in Sandy Springs, “two-thirds of emergency calls to the fire department are actually health related – most involve older people.” Therefore, training all
emergency personnel in emergency health response is another important program for cities and communities concerned about an aging population.
Tommy Hills noted the transformation in communities in just the last 50 years, from a “Main Street” mixed-use
lifestyle of homes and businesses within walking distance of each other, to a automobile-driven suburban society with
necessary goods and services inconveniently located, accessible only by motor vehicle – an arrangement that will
provide great restrictions in the mobility and independence of an aging population. “What were we thinking in the
latter part of the 20th century when we reversed thousands of years of community planning and separated people and
housing from schools, grocery stores, services, and businesses?” CFO Hills acknowledged that zoning is a local
issue, but added that the state also has an indirect role.
Regarding long-term care needs and fiscal issues, Hiemstra asked the panelists how long people will work, or work
part-time. Mayor Galambos responded that with increased longevity, possibly increasing the number of retirement
years to 30 or more, people will work longer because they want to. “It makes sense; we want to work. What are you
going to do, sit around and knit and play bridge for the rest of your life?” Boomers’ desire to work longer in their
life meshes well with coming societal changes – with fewer younger workers, there will be a need for more part-time
workers, and industry will, of necessity, adapt. Galambos also observed that with so many aging citizens, the need
for caretakers is critical, and that caretaking is linked with the immigration question as well. Many immigrants, legal
or illegal, find employment in the caretaking field, an issue that can’t be ignored. “You have to be a realist,” Galambos said.
Chairman Olens offered the conference audience unique ways counties and communities can bring in quality resources to benefit an aging population. When a Cobb County hospital received certification for open-heart surgery,
it improved Cobb’s medical resources in multiple ways. That certification “attracted brains and a greater level and
amount of competence and advanced medical care to the county.” Other Cobb County benefits provided to seniors
include a school tax exemption at age 62, and policies to promote healthy lifestyles – sidewalks, exercise facilities
and programs, and parks. “The healthier seniors are, the less they cost,” Olens explained. In addition, county
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employee policies are changing for fiscal reasons. Whereas the retirement age was once 49, it is now 55; therefore,
employees are contributing and productive longer, and stressing the county’s retirement funds less. Olens explained,
“If one out of five people are seniors at 2030, who’s going to pay for it?” More importantly, Cobb County has a system where county retirees can return and work for the county part-time up to 29 hours, allowing the county to take
advantage of former workers with years of experience and skill, in addition to providing seniors more fulfilling, and
better paying, positions “than being a greeter at Wal-Mart.”
CFO Hills observed, like Mayor Galambos, that increased longevity means more years spent in retirement. “Now,
we spend the first 15 to 20 years in our original family, work for 30 years, and retire for another 30 years,” he said.
“Only 3/8ths of our life is income productive.” The new problem becomes finding the best tax policies to maintain
government income without burdening another population sector. If, as is the case in Cobb County, property tax reductions for seniors are 100 percent, something must be done. Hills explained, “Someone’s got to give something
up; someone’s going to pay more if someone else pays less.” Accompanying this dilemma is the fact that upon retirement, many seniors move to Florida to avoid paying taxes, and then Georgia loses taxes again.
In concluding remarks, Sam Olens encouraged policymakers to prepare new residents for the aging of a region –
they have to talk about what’s happening, he exhorted. Tommy Hills encouraged citizens to generate as much income
as they can in their working life, so that they don’t end up reliant on government services in their retired life, stressing government resources and minimizing the quality of their own lifestyle.
Finally Mayor Eva Galambos offered several insights. Regarding senior taxation, she observed that “we forget that
government services have a lot of ‘spillover.’ I don’t consume police protection directly, but if police keep crime down
in my neighborhood, I receive the benefits of a great spillover effect. The same thing goes with education – if our
community is well educated, we have a great spillover benefit.” Therefore, seniors paying property taxes for education actually benefits them indirectly. Another significant problem Galambos noted was that of modern America’s
materialistic, consumer culture of conspicuous spending. When individuals are encouraged and trained by advertising and societal approbation to buy bigger and better items – whether houses, cars, clothes, other goods, or services
– where is the money to save? Today’s population has far lower savings than previous ones. “Young people are not
getting ready to retire. Everyone is talking about the government’s responsibility in taking care of an aging population, and they’re all asking, what is the government going to do? But the question to ask is, what are citizens going
to do?” One way to address the problem of an aging population is an individual one: policymakers should stop promising everything at the government level, and individuals should start putting money into savings accounts.
Futurist Glen Hiemstra concluded the session and the conference with the observation that 15 to 20 years ago,
people began talking about the aging boomer demographic trend and its possible implications, but it was really “over
the horizon” then. Now, however, the problem is far more imminent. “The wave is not quite crashing on us, but it’s
lapping at our feet. We have just a little more time, but if we wait any longer, the wave will come crashing down
upon us.”
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Next Steps
What to Expect & How to Cope
A demographic tidal wave is coming and we are beginning to feel the effects of it now. As the largest age group
in our country reaches retirement, the number of elderly will skyrocket, exponentially so in proportion to the rest of
the population. Between 2000 and 2030, the over-65 population in Georgia will grow from 785,000 to 1.9 million,
or two and half times the present population of Atlanta, a 143 percent increase. Nationally, five of the 20 fastest
growing counties for those over 65 are in Georgia, and four of the 20 fastest growing counties for pre-seniors are in
Georgia. Also, the proportion of the elderly to the rest of the population will double: in 1960, every person over 65
was outnumbered by 6.7 younger adults (20-64 year olds); in 2030, that number will drop to 3.5. In addition to the
rapid increase in the number and proportion of aging citizens, the elderly are now living longer. In 1750, the average life expectancy was 35; in 1900, it was 47, a 12-year increase after a century and a half; now, it is over 80 for
women and just under 80 for men. Life expectancy has almost doubled in one century and will continue to increase
as medicine and health continue to improve. All stakeholders – government leaders and public sector aging councils
and committees, private industries such as health care and community developers, local entities such as churches and
community organizations, as well as families and aging individuals themselves – must work together to plan for the
upcoming changes. Aging policies and accommodations for the rapid increase in seniors need to start now if Georgia is to be ready for the imminent population transformation. AYSPS’s aging conference considered some primary
areas for preparation, including livable communities, long-term care needs, and economic and fiscal issues.

Livable Communities
What to expect: Two thirds of older adults want to stay where they are, in their house or their community, which
means that they will continue to live in the suburban areas where they reside now. As their households reduce in size,
however, they will want to move to smaller housing; houses with less square footage will be in much greater demand
than today’s large mansions. Seniors become less physically mobile and often disabled as they age, so policymakers will need to ensure easy accessibility in new home designs as well as communities. The elderly will need convenient access to transportation, shopping, community facilities, and health care.
How to cope: Good community planning for aging-friendly neighborhoods will allow for mixed housing density
(large homes as well as small in the same areas), mixed-use communities with businesses and services near housing
and walkability built in, building code flexibility, and smaller affordable housing.

Long-Term Care Needs
What to expect: The number of disabled older adults will increase by 50 percent between 2000 and 2040. Accompanying costs, like health care in general, will continue to escalate. One example is that Georgia Medicaid long-term
care costs increased 82 percent in five years between 2000 and 2005. Finding enough capable caregivers—including
workers who deliver long-term care as well as family members—will be a major issue, as the working age population
will decline over at least the next 25 years. Furthermore, as women continue to enter the workforce in higher numbers, the pool of family caregivers will decrease even more. Legally, because of the Olmstead decision, arrangements
must be made for care to be provided in a community setting, as opposed to institutional care, whenever possible.

How to cope: More community and home-based services that provide the most appropriate and least restrictive
care setting (whether a nursing home or private individual’s home), must be identified and available to the needs of
the upcoming senior population. Planning to address the coming shortage of health care workers is critical and needs
to begin now. Caregivers will also need education and training that policymakers can start developing today.

Economic and Fiscal Issues
What to expect in the labor force: The labor force will be significantly affected by retirements in the Boomer
generation, causing a loss of not only numbers of workers, but of needed experience and skills. While the age at
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retirement has been declining from late 19th century to the mid 1980s, the participation of older adults in the workforce has started to increase, especially in recent years.

How to cope: To counter these trends, state and local governments need to engage in workforce and succession
planning. Other action items include pension reform, such as transitioning from defined benefits to defined contribution or some hybrid, thus reducing the incentive for early retirement in many defined benefit plans. This is one
strategy among many to retain older workers longer, and keep needed skills in the workplace, even if only part-time.
Other strategies include emeritus programs and mentoring programs which use retired employees to interact with
younger workers to facilitate knowledge transfer, as well as knowledge sharing forums wherein experienced older
workers meet regularly with up and coming younger individuals. Government and private sector agencies need to
gather more information on the expected effects of retirements by sector, skill level, management level, and other
workplace areas of concern.
What to expect in public finances: Public finances will also be impacted by the coming demographic transformation. Age distribution affects the demand for certain public services and tax preferences: consumption patterns will
change as a greater number and proportion of the population ages, which will influence state and local tax revenues
in many areas, including income tax, property tax, and sales tax. The sales tax effect is related to these consumption
patterns; seniors consume more services than the rest of the population, including health services and medical goods.
And overall, they consume relatively less. As a result, there will be a relative decline in the sales tax base as the elderly population grows. Moreover, sales tax and property tax credits and exemptions for the elderly will affect revenue as the elderly population grows.
Public services demanded by the elderly may change the types of services provided by government. Medicaid
expenses will rise as the number of seniors over 65 with chronic conditions will double by 2025. Also, there may be
a need for more police, emergency workers, recreation, adult education, and other public services.
How to cope: Many actions will help address the public finance issues of a rapidly increasing elderly population.
Firsty, policymakers must do cost-benefit analyses to determine the impact of tax reductions as an economic development tool. In addition, they should conduct a detailed decomposition of the changes in tax revenue, by type, over
time. They should determine if elderly revenue flows, general economic growth, and other factors affecting the
growth in taxes can be isolated. At the state and local level, policymakers should take a long range view and incorporate demographic changes over at least a 10-year period in making budget decisions. State and local governments
need to look closely at their revenue structure to ensure that it meets revenue needs as the population changes.

The Challenge Ahead

The aging of the population will create complex and difficult issues. Resolving them will take commitment and
persistence. Success will not come if the public sector acts alone. The issues addressed in this conference—livable
communities, long-term care, and economic and fiscal issues—will require that local and state government, the nonprofit sector, the business community, and most importantly, the citizenry be actively involved. As Boomers, the
largest proportion of the population, age and retire, it will become critical for the remaining working population to
become more productive. In addition, there may be an impact on children and education due to a competition for
resources between seniors’ needs and child-related programs and activities. At all levels, seniors’ programs, such
as Medicare, Medicaid, Social Security, and community services, may take a bigger part of the pie, adding to the
already declining state and local revenue from reduced or absent property taxes for seniors. More public resources
will have to be allocated for seniors, but policymakers still must safeguard the education of children. Our future
workforce’s productivity will suffer if we take money from our children’s education. In addition, the reduction in
numbers of the working age population to replace retiring baby boomers will cause a need that must be filled;
immigrants are one option to fill in some of the slack as is increasing worker productivity and allowing older adults
to work beyond the normal retirement age. These and other of the many issues of an aging populations must be
considered and addressed as soon as possible; the demographic tidal wave is fast approaching.
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Summary of Recommendations
Livable communities

• Create policies to allow mixed density—going from low density (big house and yard) to higher density, aging
friendly neighborhoods.
• Offer building code flexibility to allow retrofitting of homes.
• Ensure there will be affordable housing.
• Zoning changes: Allow mixed-use development neighborhoods incorporating livable community features.
• Zoning changes: Allow for intergeneration living arrangements.
• Zoning changes: Allow flexible zoning and land use regulations which allow retirement communities
• Encourage naturally occurring retirement communities (NORCs).
• Develope new financial products that allow older adults to extract equity from their homes.

Long-term care
• More community- and home-based caregiving services will need to be identified. It is important to ensure
those care options (whether a nursing home or in the home) are available and affordable.
• Plan now to address the critical future shortage of health care workers. Education and training programs also
need to be developed for caregivers.
• Explore initiatives that improve the financing and delivery of care, such as:
• Real Choice Systems Change Grant—facilitate the design and implementation of improvements in
community care.
• New Freedom Initiative—improve access to community living for persons at all income levels in order
to implement the Olmstead ruling.
• Consumer direction—recipients have the primary responsibility for making service decisions.
• Cash and Counseling Demonstration and Evaluation—shifts the approach by giving cash for services to
consumers.
• Money follows the person—funding is tied to a specific person and can change as the individual’s needs
change, regardless of the setting in which services are delivered.
• Aging and Disability Resource Centers—provide an integrated point of entry into the long-term care
system, “one stop shops.”
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Economic and fiscal issues
Labor force
• Create workforce development plans or begin succession planning programs.
• Pension reform—shift from defined benefit to defined contribution plans, or some hybrid of these plans. This
reduces the incentive for early retirement in many defined benefit plans.
• Implement plans to retain older workers. For example, emeritus programs use retired employees to interact
with younger workers to facilitate knowledge transfer; mentoring pairs older and recently retired workers with
newer employees; or offer knowledge sharing forums wherein experienced individuals meet regularly with up
and coming individuals.
• Focus on recruitment, retention and development of younger workers. Student employment and internship
programs, creative college recruiting, and student loan forgiveness and tuition reimbursement programs can
be key to hiring and keeping new workers.
• Gather more information on the expected impact of retirements by sector, skill level, management level, etc.,
to better prepare.
Public finances
• Use cost-benefit analysis to determine the impact of tax reductions as an economic development tool.
• Conduct a detailed decomposition of the changes in tax revenue, by type, over time. Determine if the elderly
revenue flows, general economic growth, and other factors affecting the growth in taxes can be isolated.
• At the state and local level, take a long range view. Incorporate demographic changes over at least a 10-year
period in making budget decisions. State and local governments need to look closely at their revenue structure
to ensure that it meets revenue needs as the population changes.
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Appendix A:
White Papers
• Housing the Aging Baby Boomer Generation: Implications for
Georgia Communities, or It’s Too Late to Run... They’re Here!
• Long-term Care: A National Perspective and Implications for Georgia
• Selected Fiscal and Economics Implications of Aging
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Presenter Biographies
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James R. Alm
Dean, Andrew Young School of Policy Studies; Professor of Economics
Specialties:
Public Finance
Tax Policy
State and Local Government Finance
Public Finance in Developing Countries

James Alm is Dean of the Andrew Young School of Policy Studies at Georgia State University in Atlanta,
Georgia. He has also taught at Syracuse University and at the University of Colorado at Boulder. He earned his
master’s degree in economics at the University of Chicago and his doctorate at the University of WisconsinMadison.
Professor Alm teaches and conducts research in the area of public economics. Much of his research has
examined the responses of individuals and firms to taxation, in such areas as the tax treatment of the family, tax
compliance, tax reform, the line item veto, social security, housing, indexation, and tax and expenditure limitations. His work has been published in leading economics journals, and he is the author of six books. He has also
worked extensively on fiscal and decentralization reforms overseas, including projects in Bangladesh, Indonesia,
Jamaica, Grenada, Turkey, Egypt, Hungary, China, the Philippines, the Russian Federation, Uganda, Nigeria,
India, Colombia, Nepal, Ukraine, and Pakistan. He is currently Editor of Public Finance Review and an Associate Editor of Economic Inquiry, Review of Economics of the Household, and economics-ejournal. More information and links to publications can be found at http://aysps.gsu.edu/AlmJ.html.
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Roy Bahl, Regents Professor
Professor of Economics and Public Administration; Founding Dean, Andrew Young School
Specialties:
State and Local Public Finance
Urban and Regional Economics
Public Finance of Developing Countries

Roy Bahl is Regents Professor of Economics and Public Administration at the Andrew Young School of Policy
Studies at Georgia State University. He was the founding Dean of the Andrew Young School and served in that
capacity for eleven years, until July 2007. Previously he was Maxwell Professor of Economics at Syracuse University, and an economist at the IMF. He has written widely on matters of state and local government finance,
served on the editorial boards of numerous journals, and has consulted with governments all over the world.
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Mark Butler
State Representative (District 18)
Vice Chairman Appropriations Human Resources Sub-Committee
Vice Chairman of the Appropriations Human Resources Sub-Committee, Representative Mark Butler, of Carrollton and parts of Carroll and Haralson Counties (District 18), has sponsored much legislation that improves
health care in Georgia, including improvements to adult day care, mental health care, patient advocacy, disability
scholarships, cancer treatment, overall health care reform, the public health system in general, as well as creating
a joint study committee on the state health system. Other committees Representative Butler serves on are the
Human Relations and Aging Governmental Affairs, and Economic Development and Tourism committees.
Representative Butler has received numerous awards including most recently the Certificate of Appreciation
from Military Officers Association of America, NAMI Legislative A-Team Award, and EnAble of Georgia for
Outstanding Legislative Service.
A native of Carroll County, Representative Butler graduated from Auburn University, where he earned a degree
in Public Administration. In his time outside of the Gold Dome, the Vice Chairman is self-employed as a real estate appraiser. Butler has two children, Blake, 23, and Sydney, 10, and is recently the proud grandfather to first
grandchild, Van.
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Casey Cagle
Lieutenant Governor, State of Georgia

Born in Hall County – a seventh generation resident – Casey Cagle graduated from Johnson High School and
attended Gainesville College and Georgia Southern University. After purchasing his first small business at 20, he
went onto become a leader in the banking and real estate industries of northeast Georgia.
Cagle was first elected to the state Senate in 1994, where he served 12 successful and productive years representing the 49th District.
During his time in the Senate, Cagle served as chairman of the Finance Committee and on several other key
committees, including the influential Appropriations, Banking and Financial Institutions, Higher Education, and
Natural Resources Committees. He has been a staunch supporter of lowering taxes and protecting private property
rights, as well as a passionate advocate for protecting Georgia’s families. In 1999 Senator Cagle was instrumental
in the passage of “Heidi’s Law” which toughened penalties for repeat drunk drivers.
On November 7, 2006, Casey Cagle made history by becoming the first Republican ever elected to the state’s
second highest office. As Georgia’s 11th Lieutenant Governor, Casey is working to make Georgia a state where
every single citizen, regardless of his or her current circumstances, can achieve the American dream. He is committed to creating an environment in which Georgia’s citizens and businesses can prosper. Likewise, Casey is tirelessly working to create a pro-jobs culture throughout the state government and an educational system that
focuses on the needs of the individual child. Cagle will unite the Senate around the common goal of realizing that
vision and making life better for all Georgians.
In recognition of his achievements and his commitment to Georgia, Georgia Trend Magazine listed Casey as
one of the 100 most influential Georgians of 2006. James Magazine also named him one of its People of the Year
for 2007. He serves as Vice Chair of the One Georgia Authority, Vice Chair of the Georgia State Finance and Investment Commission, and on the Executive Committee of the Republican Lt. Governor’s Association.
Casey and his wife Nita are the parents of three sons, Jared, Grant, and Carter. The Cagles currently live in
Chestnut Mountain, where they are active members of the Blackshear Place Baptist Church.
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Margaret S.E. Counts-Spriggs
Assistant Dean, Clark-Atlanta University; Associate Professor

Associate Professor and the Interim Assistant Dean for Clark-Atlanta University’s Whitney M. Young, Jr.,
School of Social Work, Margaret Counts-Spriggs specializes in researching and authoring articles as well as
presenting workshops and seminars on issues of older adults and women’s health, including senior housing
needs, social service utilization, intergenerational families, and the diversity of aging. In 2004 she served as the
Clark Atlanta University Principal Investigator for an UNCFSP-RAP (Research through Academy-Community
Partnerships), sponsored by CDC, to train undergraduate students as health researchers.
Dr. Spriggs has been awarded several fellowships, including: The Salzburg Seminar Series held in Salzburg
Austria, 2004 and 2005; New York University Faculty Summer Network (2003, 2001, 1999, 1998, 1997); and
the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Program for Research on Black Americans/African American Mental
Health Research Program: Michigan Center for Urban African American Aging Research (Summer 2000). She
received the Gerontology Society of America Research Initiative on “Aging Well in America” (Summer 1994)
and the Summer Institute on Aging Research: Sponsored by the National Institute on Aging (Summer 1993).
Present and past board membership include the Helene M. Mills Multipurpose Senior Center, Fulton County
Strategies Task Force–Bowden Center, and Aid to Children of Imprisoned Mothers, now known as Forever
Family, and the Georgia Gerontology Society. She is a native of Charleston, South Carolina, and a graduate of
Talladega College, Atlanta University and Clark Atlanta University.
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Bill Floyd
Mayor, City of Decatur; City Commissioner

Bill Floyd, Mayor of Decatur, Georgia, since 1998 and City Commissioner since 1991, is president of W.F.
Floyd Construction, Inc., specializing in water and waste water systems. He is 2nd Vice President of the Georgia
Municipal Association (GMA) and is in line to become president of the 500+ member organization in 2009. He
has served as chair of the Transportation Policy Committee and is a member of the Municipal Government Policy
Committee. He is also a past chairman of the Metropolitan Atlanta Mayor’s Association (MAMA).
He is a graduate of Auburn University and received an MBA from Georgia State University. He is a graduate of
Leadership DeKalb, an active member of Decatur First United Methodist Church, and serves on the Board of
Directors of Decatur First Bank and the Decatur Education Foundation. He is a former chair of the DeKalb Rape
Crisis Center Board.
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Eva Galambos
Mayor, Sandy Springs

Mayor Eva Galambos, first mayor of the newly incorporated city of Sandy Springs with its 87,000 residents, is
also founder and longtime president of the Committee for Sandy Springs from 1975-2005; a co-founder of Sandy
Springs Revitalization; a cofounder of Sandy Springs Clean and Beautiful; chairwoman of the services committee
for the Sandy Springs Council of Neighborhoods; former chairwoman of the Fulton County Public Housing Authority; and founder of Sandy Springs Civic Roundtable.
Galambos is a retired economist specializing in urban finance and labor economics. She also has served as a
labor arbitrator and has consulted with several Georgia cities and counties on financial planning issues. Galambos
holds a Ph.D. in economics from Georgia State University, a master’s degree in labor and industrial relations from
the University of Illinois, and a bachelor’s degree in business administration from the University of Georgia. She
is married, has three adult children, six grandchildren and resides in the Bentwater neighborhood of Sandy
Springs. In her spare time, Ms. Galambos enjoys hiking, gardening, and spending time with family.
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Maria Greene
Director, Georgia Division of Aging Services

Maria Greene has been Director, Georgia Division of Aging Services, since 2000, where she is responsible
for administration of aging services, including the Community Care Services Program (CCSP) which provides
services to Medicaid eligible consumers who choose to remain in the community; Home and Community Based
Services (HCBS) that promote health, self-sufficiency and independence to older Georgians staying in their
homes; elder abuse prevention; Long-Term Care Ombudsman Program (LTCOP); Georgia Cares; Elderly Legal
Assistance Program (ELAP); Alzheimer’s Services; senior employment services, family caregiver services,
Medicare fraud grants and preventive/health/wellness activities.
She is leader of the aging service network comprised of 12 Area Agencies on Aging (AAA) and more than 500
providers. From 1995 to 2000, she was Executive Director of the Georgia Council on Aging, a legislator-mandated
advisory council on elder issues for Georgia’s government leaders, including the Governor, General Assembly and
all aging-related state government agencies. CO-AGE is a prominent symbol of the unified interests of older adults
and aging service providers and associations statewide. Through an open priority-setting process, over 250 organizations and individuals annually determine legislative and budget priorities. Greene’s CO-AGE responsibilities also
included public advocacy/education trainings; lobbying for aging concerns; and leadership of the Coalition of Advocates for Georgia’s Elderly.
Greene’s organizational involvement includes the Governor’s Blue Ribbon Commission on Home and
Community Based Services and the Southern Governors Association’s workgroup on reauthorization of the
Older Americans Act.
She is a national trainer and consultant on development of statewide coalitions for aging. She has presented at
American Society on Aging (ASA), National Association of State Units on Aging (NASUA), Administration on
Aging (AOA) and Southeastern Area Agency on Aging Association (SE4A) and Southern Gerontological Society
(SGS) trainings and conferences, as well as the University of Georgia, Georgia State University and Kennesaw
State University.
Maria Green received her BA in Sociology from Valdosta State in 1983, a graduate certificate in gerontology
and a Master’s in Human Resources Management from Georgia State University in 1987.
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David Hankerson
County Manager, Cobb County

County Manager of Cobb County since 1993, David Hankerson’s extensive background in civic and community development as well as his environmental expertise led him to be appointed in 2006 by Governor Perdue to
the Environmental Advisory Council. Prior to that, he served in many government capacities since 1984, including as Cobb County’s Manager of the Development Control Department; Director of the Development and Inspections Department; Director of the Community Development Department, which includes the Divisions of
Planning and Zoning, Stormwater Management, Development and Inspections and Code Enforcement; and as
District Conservationist for the United States Department of Agriculture Soil Conservation Service.
A graduate of Fort Valley State College and Woodrow Wilson School of Law, Mr. Hankerson is also a Certified Public Manager, a Certified Professional Soil Erosion and Sediment Control Specialist, and member of the
Association County Commissioners of Georgia Natural Resources and Environmental Policy Committee. His
extracurricular community involvement features numerous civic and service boards including the Cobb County
YMCA Board of Directors, the Southern Polytechnic State University Foundation Board, the Kiwanis Club of
Marietta, as well as active involvement in many leadership institutes including serving as Co-Chair of the 199697 Leadership Cobb Program.
One of only five distinguished Georgians to receive the 2004 Excellence in Public Service Award, presented by
the Carl Vinson Institute of Government at the University of Georgia in partnership with Georgia Trend Magazine,
Mr. Hankerson has been the recipient of numerous other awards including the Cobb County Management Award
(1993); Dr. Carter G. Woodson Freedom Award (1994); NAACP Citizenship Award (1994); Cobb Chronicle’s Man
of the Year (1995), and the Cobb Chamber of Commerce Mack Henderson Award for outstanding community and
public service (2000). The Board of Commissioners and the Cobb Management Team recognized him in 2003 for
ten years of leadership, commitment, and guidance as County Manager. In April 2005, the Blacks United for Youth
– Cobb, Inc., presented Mr. Hankerson with the Justice Robert Benham Award for outstanding leadership, service
and total commitment for the equality of all citizens.
He is a native of Burke County, Georgia, and resident of Cobb County since 1973, where he resides with his
wife Janet and four children.
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Glen Hiemstra
Futurist

Glen Hiemstra is the founder and owner of Futurist.com. An internationally respected futurist, he has advised
professional, business, and governmental organizations for two decades. In August 2006, John Wiley & Sons published Glen’s new book Turning the Future into Revenue. Previously he co-authored Strategic Leadership:
Achieving Your Preferred Future.
Glen is a popular speaker who focuses on emerging trends in fields as diverse as science, technology, economics, demographics, energy, the environment, education and transportation. An expert in preferred future planning,
Glen goes beyond simple trend analysis to discuss the opportunity that we have to shape the future.
Over the years he has worked with many leading companies including Microsoft, Boeing, Hewlett Packard,
Ernst & Young, PaineWebber, ShareBuilder, and Novartis. Mr. Hiemstra has also served as a technical advisor for
futuristic television programs. He has worked with Steven Bochco Productions and is presently consulting on programs that are in development. He has been quoted in The Wall Street Journal, Forbes, US News & World Report,
The Futurist, and the Los Angeles Times.
In a first career, Glen was an award-winning professor and serves as a Visiting Scholar at the Human Interface
Technology Lab at the University of Washington, which works on virtual and augmented reality technology. Mr.
Hiemstra was educated at Whitworth College, the University of Oregon, and the University of Washington. He
lives in Kirkland, Washington with his wife Tracie. They have three adult children.
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Thomas D. Hills
Chief Financial Officer, Office of the Governor, State of Georgia

As Governor Sonny Perdue’s Chief Financial Officer since June 2003, Thomas (Tommy) D. Hills oversees
and coordinates the operations of 24 state finance agencies, including the Revenue Department, the Treasury, the
budget and accounting offices, the large retirement systems, the State Property Office, the Department of Banking, and the state’s bond finance commission. From 1965-2001, Tommy Hills’ long and distinguished career with
the First National Bank of Atlanta and Wachovia Bank, N.A., gave him experience in general management, wealth
management, corporate banking, retail banking, commercial real estate, and community and governmental affairs.
Hills’ Wachovia career culminated with his position as the bank’s Atlanta City President.
Hills’ extensive civic and community contributions include serving as a consultant for several nonprofit
organizations in 2002 and early 2003, and in recent years, serving on the boards or distribution committees of
several charitable foundations. His community involvement includes The Atlanta Historical Society, The High
Museum of Art, The Atlanta Opera, and The Center for Puppetry Arts, the Hospital Authority of Fulton County,
The Carter Center Board of Visitors, the Georgia Council on Economic Education, Leadership Atlanta, Metro
Atlanta Chamber of Commerce and Atlanta Convention & Visitors Bureau. His professional memberships
include the State Bar of Georgia, American Bankers Association Alumni Council and the Rotary Club of Atlanta.
He is a graduate of Emory University’s undergraduate and law schools and has recently been awarded a Master’s
of Arts in southern history from Georgia State University.
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Kevin Isakson
Director, Isakson-Barnhart

Kevin Isakson develops award winning retirement communities for seniors. Director of Marketing and Sales
for real estate development company Isakson-Barnhart, he successfully spearheaded Park Springs, their first effort
to market and sell in the seniors housing market. Park Springs, a 398-unit community surrounded by Stone Mountain Park, is the 2004 recipient of the platinum award for the country’s Best Overall Continuing Care Retirement
Community [CCRC] and gold award for best interior design by the Seniors Housing Council of the National
Home Builders Association. Most recently, Isakson has overseen the strategic planning, execution, and sales and
marketing for Peachtree Hills Place, another Isakson-Barnhart senior residential community. Named the Best
CCRC on the Boards by the National Association of Home Builders Seniors Housing Council in 2005, Peachtree
Hills Place is located in the heart of Atlanta’s most affluent community and minutes from the city’s finest social,
cultural and recreational amenities.
Isakson’s community involvement includes serving on the board of Senior Connections, a not-for-profit organization dedicated to enhancing the quality of life of the elderly in DeKalb County; working with Bridge Builders,
a DeKalb County public/private partnership which seeks to bridge the gap between seniors and community
resources; and serving on the Advisory Committee for the Atlanta Area Agency on Aging, a division of the Atlanta
Regional Commission. He has also served on the Senior Advisory Council of DeKalb County and on the boards
of East Cobb YMCA and Friends for the East Cobb Park.
A 1995 graduate of the University of Georgia, Isakson received his real estate license in 1997. An Atlanta native, Isakson resides in Marietta with his wife, Katherine, and their two daughters, Elizabeth and Sarah Katherine.
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Glenn Landers
Senior Research Associate, Georgia Health Policy Center, Andrew Young School
M.B.A., Georgia State University
M.H.A., Georgia State University

Specialties:
Long-Term Care
Health Care Access for the Uninsured
Glenn Landers is a Senior Research Associate and Project Director at the Georgia Health Policy Center. Landers’ primary area of expertise is in long-term care. Since joining the Health Policy Center in 1999, Landers has
directed or participated in many projects addressing the improvement of Georgia’s long-term care system.
He facilitated the Georgia Collaborative to Improve End-of-Life Care and developed with Georgia Public
Television the Emmy Award winning documentary series, Final Choices: Changing a Culture. He has evaluated the management of the Community Care Services Program; facilitated the work of and provided technical
assistance to the Georgia Long-Term Care Commission; designed, with Dr. James P. Cooney, Jr., a single pointof-entry system for long-term care for the Department of Community Health; and led a quality improvement
initiative with Georgia’s nursing facilities. He recently completed the Long-Term Care Partnership, a three-year
research project that analyzed the costs and outcomes of Georgia Medicaid’s nursing facility program and four
home- and community-based services programs. Findings from the research study are currently being used to
guide future long-term care program development for the state of Georgia.
Mr. Landers’ current projects include evaluating the feasibility of a peer support program for elderly individuals transitioning from nursing facilities to the community for the Georgia Department of Human Resources’ Real
Choice Systems Change Grant, comparing the health outcomes and utilization of children in Georgia’s foster care
program with other Medicaid children for the Georgia Health Foundation, working with Health Policy Center
staff on a State Coverage Initiative grant for the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation and the Georgia Department of
Community Health, and directing a customer satisfaction evaluation of Affiliated Computer Services’ management of Georgia Medicaid’s billing and payment systems.
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John Matthews
Senior Research Associate, Fiscal Research Center, Andrew Young School

John Matthews is a Senior Research Associate in the Fiscal Research Center in the Andrew Young School of
Policy Studies at Georgia State University and a visiting professor in both GSU’s Public Administration and
Urban Studies Department and The Graduate School of City Planning at the Georgia Institute of Technology. He
completed a B.A. in sociology at California Western University in 1967 and studied city planning at Georgia Tech
from 1968 through 1969. Prior to coming to the joint program at Georgia State and Georgia Tech to complete a
doctorate in Public Policy, John worked for the City of Atlanta and Fulton County from 1968 to 1999 in both
planning and finance management positions.
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Samuel S. Olens
Chairman, Cobb County Board of Commissioners; Chairman, Atlanta Regional Commission

Sam Olens, chair of the five-member Cobb County Board of Commissioners as well as the Atlanta Regional
Commission (ARC), has an active involvement in community planning and development. He is a member of the
Board of Directors for Livable Communities as well as Georgia’s Department of Community Affairs. As ViceChair of the Metropolitan North Georgia Water Planning District, he leads a 16-county planning entity dedicated
to developing comprehensive regional and watershed-specific plans. The many boards he serves on include the
Cobb County-Marietta Water Authority, Cobb-Marietta Coliseum and Exhibit Hall Authority, Cobb Board of
Health, Cobb Community Services Board, Downtown Marietta Development Authority, Metropolitan Atlanta Arts
and Culture Coalition, NACo Transportation Steering Committee, Metro Atlanta Chamber of Commerce Board of
Advisors, Emory University Board of Visitors, Regional Commission on Homelessness, Marietta Aeronautical
Museum & Education Center, State Bar of Georgia Foundation of Freedom Commission, and Association County
Commissioners of Georgia.

The recipient of numerous awards and honors, Olens most recently accepted the 1st Annual Ginger Kaney
Servant Leader Award by MUST Ministries. For the past three years, he has been selected in Georgia Trend magazine’s “100 Most Influential Georgians.” Other awards and honors include The Chattahoochee Nature Center’s
Partners in Environmental Education Award, the 2006 Flourish Award presented by the College of the Arts at
Kennesaw State University, the 2005 Liberty Bell Award for outstanding community service by the Cobb County
Bar Association, and the 2004 Executive Director’s Award from the Georgia Commission on the Holocaust for his
assistance in bringing the Anne Frank exhibit to Kennesaw State University. He was named Cobb County’s 2006
“Citizen of the Year” by the Marietta Daily Journal, and East Cobb’s 1997 “Citizen of the Year” by the Cobb
Chamber of Commerce.
Active in various non-profit organizations, Olens also serves on the boards of the United Way of Metropolitan
Atlanta, Cobb County United Way Campaign Cabinet, Metro Atlanta YMCA, The Atlanta Opera, U.S. 10K
Classic, WellStar Institute for Better Health, Friends of the Strand, and The Georgian Club. He is a past president
of the East Cobb Civic Association, Cobb Housing Authority, SafePath Children’s Advocacy Center, Cobb County
Police Athletic League, and the Georgia Indigent Defense Council.
A graduate of Emory University Law School, Olens received his bachelor’s and master’s degree from the
American University in Washington, D.C. He is a registered mediator/arbitrator with the Georgia Office of
Dispute Resolution. Olens has been a member of Ezor & Olens, P.C. since 1983. Olens and his wife Lisa have two
children, Lauren and Jonathan.
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Carl V. Patton
President, Georgia State University

Carl V. Patton became president of Georgia State University on July 1, 1992. With his expertise as an
academic leader and urban planner, Patton has helped Georgia State become a leading urban research university,
an engine for economic growth in the heart of downtown Atlanta and a vital part of the downtown Atlanta community. He introduced a strategic academic plan that focuses on strengthening academic programs and recruiting
world-class faculty and high-achieving students.
To support the strategic plan, Patton launched a university-wide planning effort in 1997 that produced the Main
Street Master, intended to improved campus infrastructure and transform the campus into a vital hub for research
activity where students can live, learn and work. In 2005, after every concept envisioned in that plan was implemented or in process, Patton announced the Master Plan’s next phase that includes $1 billion in new campus facilities. This innovative strategy continues to increase the university’s footprint in the downtown community and
shape the university’s future growth.
Patton led the way for much of the downtown revitalization others are involved in now and serves as a board
member and member of many organizations dedicated to strengthening the downtown community.
He and his wife, Gretchen, live in a downtown loft within walking distance of his office. They have two children and three grandchildren.
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David L. Sjoquist
Director, Fiscal Research Center and Domestic Programs; Dan E. Sweat Distinguished
Chair in Educational Policy; Professor of Economics, Andrew Young School
Ph.D., University of Minnesota
Specialties:
State and Local Government Taxation
Economics of Education Policy
David Sjoquist’s areas of expertise are state and local taxation and urban and regional economics. A specialist
in the field of public finance, Sjoquist has an extensive interest in urban economics, especially local economic development and central city poverty. He has published extensively on topics such as analysis of public policies,
teenage employment, capital maintenance expenditures, local government fiscal conditions and the urban underclass. His current research interests include property taxation, school financing, local sales and income taxes, and
public housing.
Sjoquist heads the Andrew Young School’s Fiscal Research Center, which provides nonpartisan research in the
evaluation and design of state and local fiscal and economic policy.
Sjoquist’s research has been funded by the Ford Foundation, the Russell Sage Foundation, the Economic
Development Administration of the U.S. Department of Commerce, the Fannie Mae Foundation and the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development. His work has been published in such journals as American Economic Review, Journal of Public Economics, National Tax Journal, and Review of Economics and Statistics.
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Geoffrey K. Turnbull
Professor of Economics, Andrew Young School
Ph.D., University of Wisconsin-Madison

Geoffrey Turnbull was a member of the faculty of Louisiana State University for 17 years before joining the
Department of Economics at Georgia State in Fall 2001. His recent research interests include urban land use, the
urban development process, property rights and land use regulation, housing and real estate brokerage markets, as
well as issues in local government finance. His articles appear in a variety of journals, including the Journal of
Urban Economics, Journal of Legal Studies, Journal of Public Economics, Journal of Regional Science, Southern
Economic Journal, Regional Science and Urban Economics, International Economic Review, Real Estate Economics, Economic Inquiry, Journal of Real Estate Finance and Economics, and Journal of Labor Economics.
Turnbull is currently on the editorial boards of the Journal of Urban Economics, Real Estate Economics, Journal of Real Estate Finance and Economics, and Journal of Housing Economics.
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Len Walker
Chairman Human Relations & Aging, HD 107 (R - Loganville)

Representative Len Walker, Chairman of the Human Relations and Aging Committee, leads the state legislative committee in addressing the critical issues affecting the increasing elderly population in Georgia. Other committees Representative Walker participates in are the Appropriations, Higher Education, and Rules Committees, as
well as the Health Appropriations Sub-Committee. As a State Representative for portions of Gwinnett and Walton
Counties (District 107) since 1994, he is only the second Republican candidate elected to a countywide office in
Walton County.
A graduate of Asbury College with a B.A. degree in 1971, and Asbury Theological Seminary with a M.Div. degree in 1978, Walker remains active in both pastoral as well as civic areas, presently serving as Associate Pastor
of Norcross First United Methodist Church. He has also served churches in Rocky Face, Jasper, and Loganville,
Georgia. Other past and present community participation includes the Walton County Chamber of Commerce
Board of Directors, Covenant Christian Academy Board of Directors, the Board of Trustees of Indian Springs
Camp meeting, the Lions Club, and coaching youth basketball.
He and his wife, Marilynn, have been married for 33 years. They have five children and six grandchildren.
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Sally Wallace
Professor of Economics, Andrew Young School; Associate Director, Fiscal Research Center
Ph.D., Syracuse University

Specialties:
Income Taxation
Sales Taxation
Distributional Effects of Taxation
Tax Burden Analysis
Effects of Demographic Changes on Tax Bases
Sally Wallace’s principal interests are federal, state, local and international taxation and analysis and intergovernmental fiscal relations. She has consulted widely on tax policy, fiscal decentralization and revenue forecasting
and analysis in Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan, Jamaica, Yemen, and China, and served as resident (Moscow) chief
of party for the Andrew Young School’s Russian fiscal reform project from 1997 through 1999. Wallace formerly
worked for the U.S. Treasury. She has done research on income taxation, sales taxation, and distributional effects
of taxes, and has published articles in journals such as Regional Science and Urban Economics, National Tax
Journal, State Tax Notes, and Southern Economic Journal.
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